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This paper reports on the effect of on- and off-axis heating power deposition on the impurity confinement in
purely electron cyclotron resonance heated He plasmas on the stellarator Wendelstein 7-X. Therefore, impurity
transport times τI have been determined after Fe impurity injections by laser ablations and monitoring the
temporal impurity emissivities by the x-ray imaging spectrometer HR-XIS. A significant increase of τI has
been observed when changing the power deposition from on- to off-axis heating with energy confinement
times τE being mainly unaffected. In addition, the scaling of impurity transport properties with respect to
a variation of heating power PECRH and electron density ne has been investigated by keeping the heating
power deposition on-axis. The observed τI scaling compares well to known τI scaling laws observed in other
machines. A comparison of τI and τE yields an averaged ratio of τE/τI = 1.3 and transport times in the range
of τI=40-130 ms and τE=40-190 ms. Comparing those absolute values to neoclassical predictions supports the
recently observed nature of anomalous transport in Wendelstein 7-X, given within the up to now investigated
operational parameters.

PACS numbers: Valid PACS appear here

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to non axis-symmetric 3D magnetic fields, impu-
rity transport in the hot plasma core in stellarators is ex-
pected to differ from that in tokamaks. In view of reactor-
like operation, understanding the impurity transport is a
prerequisite for steady-state operation, especially for stel-
larators. These aspects motivate initial impurity trans-
port studies in Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) at previously -
in optimized stellarators – unexplored, reactor-relevant
collisionalities. New effects, like potential variations on
flux-surfaces1 or screening effects due to species depen-
dent transport regimes2 are examples for aspects which
attracted recent interest. The ability of W7-X for long
pulse operation under fusion relevant plasma conditions
offers unique possibilities to study impurity transport
even on large transport time scales.
Experimentally, impurity transport investigations have
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been performed using several techniques, as e.g. moni-
toring the spatial and/or temporal emissivities of pulsed
impurity injections3–7 or intrinsic impurities8,9. From the
experimental data, several transport relevant plasma pa-
rameters as the impurity transport time τI

10,11, the dif-
fusive and convective transport parameters D and v12–18

or the radial electric field Er
19, can be determined either

directly or from a comparison with transport code calcu-
lations.
For an initial, fundamental characterization of transport
processes of the recently commissioned W7-X machine20,
this paper presents results of the impurity and energy
confinement behavior along the ultimate goal of maxi-
mized energy and minimized impurity confinement. As in
many large scale fusion experiments, an empirical scaling
of the impurity confinement with heating power PECRH

and electron density ne has been observed3,6, initial sys-
tematic PECRH - ne scans have been performed at W7-X
in Helium plasmas within two different magnetic con-
figurations comparing measured impurity transport and
energy confinement times. Furthermore, the impact of
the specific settings of the heating power deposition on
the impurity confinement has been investigated.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For the investigation of impurity transport proper-
ties in W7-X, non recycling Fe impurities have been in-
jected into the plasma using a Laser Blow-off (LBO)
system11. After injection, the spatio-temporal evolu-
tion of impurities has been monitored using two X-ray
imaging spectrometer systems, namely the X-ray Imag-
ing Crystal Spectrometer (XICS) and the High Resolu-
tion X-ray Imaging Spectrometer (HR-XIS)10,21. The
temporal evolution of the recorded brightness of selected
impurity emission lines gives rise to impurity transport
times τI , being a direct measure of global impurity trans-
port properties10.

A. Laser Blow-off System

The injection of non recycling, mainly metallic impu-
rities such as Al, Ti, Fe, Mo, W, and Si is realized using
the laser blow-off technology. Here, atoms, clusters, and
macroscopic particles are ablated out of a 2-5 µm thick
material layer covering a glass target by firing a laser onto
the target. The laser used at W7-X is a Nd:YAG laser
with 1 J laser energy and a maximum repetition rate of
20 Hz. It is guided onto the target holder via several
mirrors with the last mirror being steerable allowing to
adjust the laser spot position on the target. The glass
target holder can mount up to 4 glass targets and is lo-
cated 65 cm away from the last closed flux surface of
the magnetic standard configuration22. An observation
camera installed behind the target holder allows an ob-
servation of the evaporation process. Depending on the
target material, its thickness and the laser spot diame-
ter, impurities in the order of 1×1018 particles can be
evaporated per laser pulse. The detailed design and per-
formance of the system has been described by Wegner et
al.11.

B. Imaging Spectrometers XICS and HR-XIS

The imaging spectrometers XICS and HR-XIS are
equipped with several different crystals for the observa-
tion of the X-ray emission of various impurity species in
highly ionized charge states. Making use of the imaging
properties of a spherical bent crystal, X-rays emitted
from the plasma impurities are imaged onto a two
dimensional detector area, yielding energy and spatial
resolution in horizontal and vertical direction on the de-
tector. A spectral fit23 and a tomographic inversion12,24

of recorded spectra provides radial profiles of the impu-
rity density nZ(ρ), ion and electron temperature, Ti(ρ)
and Te(ρ), and plasma rotation v(ρ) with ρ defined as
the square root of the magnetic flux ψ, normalized to
the last closed flux surface: ρ =

√
(ψ/ψLCFS). For this

study, the emission of He-like Fe (FeXXV) has been
monitored with a Ge(422) crystal under a Bragg angle

of 53.61◦ using the HR-XIS system. With a viewing
geometry from the plasma center towards well above
the mid plasma radius (ρ = 0 − 0.6) and a maximal
time resolution of t = 2 ms, HR-XIS is well suited for
transport investigations of impurities located in the
bulk plasma. A detailed description of the design and
the performance of both spectrometers can be found in
Ref.10.

III. GLOBAL IMPURITY TRANSPORT AT W7-X

This section discusses global transport properties of
W7-X based on measurements of impurity transport
times τI and energy confinement times τE within a sys-
tematic scan of the electron density ne and the electron
cyclotron resonance (ECR) heating power PECRH. It
should be mentioned that the purity of the investigated
He plasmas is to some extend reduced, with usual H gas
concentrations between 5-30 % as evident from measure-
ments of the edge He and H densities, possibly affecting
the here discussed absolute values of τI and τE .

A. Measurement of Impurity Transport Times

As reported in previous works10,11, the measurement
of the exponential decay of the impurity signal after a
pulsed impurity injection allows to determine the impu-
rity transport time τI that is closely related to impurity
transport properties. According to Ref.10, τI is defined
as the time constant of the exponential decaying impu-
rity signal after achieving an ionization equilibrium10,11.
Since the impurity signal varies with Te and ne, we timed
the laser pulses for impurity injection within the flat top
phase of the experiment with stationary conditions for
both Te and ne.
Fig.1 shows typical time traces of a centrally ECR heated
experimental program with a single Fe injection, show-
ing the total heating power PECRH, the line of sight in-
tegrated electron density ne measured by the interfer-
ometer, the central Te and Ti values as measured by
the electron cyclotron emission and XICS diagnostics,
and the Fe24+ line brightness observed with the HR-
XIS spectrometer. The distinct peak in the Fe24+ sig-
nal at t = 1.6 s originates from a single Fe injection via
the LBO system, showing the above mentioned expo-
nential decay of the Fe24+ signal. The background sig-
nal level before and after the Fe injection is induced by
the Bremsstrahlung background radiation. The shown
time traces demonstrate stationary plasma conditions for
t ≥ 1.5 s and also the non perturbing character of the in-
jected Fe tracer impurity.
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W7-X Program 171109.016  UTC: 10:41:19.175

.

FIG. 1. Time traces of a centrally ECR heated experimen-
tal program in the magnetic standard configuration of W7-X
showing the total ECR heating power PECRH, line of sight
integrated density ne, central, mid, and outer radius electron
temperatures, central ion temperature, and the brightness of
He-like iron emission lines.

B. Impurity Transport Time Scaling

The empirical scaling of τI with respect to PECRH and
ne has been investigated in the magnetic standard con-
figuration and the magnetic high mirror configuration
of W7-X22 by performing several experimental programs
similar to that shown in Fig.1. The label ’high mirror’
refers to the higher magnetic mirror term of that config-
uration compared to the W7-X standard configuration,
see also25. For the transport analysis, PECRH and ne
have been scanned systematically from the lowest possi-
ble values up to the maximum available heating power
and the appearance of a density limit, terminating the
experimental program by a radiation collapse26. All pro-
grams have been performed with the working gas helium.
The obtained τI values are shown in color code in Fig.2
for each experimental program with the corresponding
PECRH and ne parameters. In both magnetic configura-
tions, two clear trends can be observed. On the one hand,
τI decreases with increasing PECRH, being well known
in literature as power degradation27–29. Here, the in-
creased heating power leads to a reduced confinement of
impurity species. On the other hand, τI increases with

increasing ne. This enhanced confinement of impurities
towards higher ne has also been observed in many other
machines.
For a quantitative assessment of these effects, the scal-
ing of τI with PECRH and ne has been fitted to a two
dimensional function according to the typical scaling30

τI ∝ γ · PαECRH · nβe (1)

with the free parameters α, β, and γ. For visualization,
the 2D surfaces resulting from the data fit are shown to-
gether with the discrete τI values in the top of Fig.3 for
the standard and high mirror configurations on identical
scales, respectively. As already evident from the figure,
the scaling of τI with PECRH and ne is very similar for
both magnetic configurations. In fact, the determined
values for the fit parameters γ, α, and β are identical for
the standard and the high mirror configuration within the
experimental uncertainties as listed in Tab.I. The bottom
of Fig.3 compares measured τI values to predicted ones
τREGI according to the scaling law (Eq.1), yielding coef-
ficients of determination (CoD) of 0.66 and 0.75 for the
standard and high mirror configurations, respectively.

C. Energy Confinement Time Scaling

In analogy to the impurity transport time, also the
energy confinement time τE is expected to scale accord-
ing to Eq.16. For the validation of a desired maximized
energy and at the same time minimized impurity con-
finement, τE has been determined for the experimental
programs of the PECRH − ne scans discussed in section
III B for both magnetic configurations standard and high
mirror. The τE values have been evaluated using the dia-
magnetic plasma energy Wdia as measured by the dia-
magnetic loop diagnostic31 and the total heating power
PECRH:

τE = Wdia/ (PECRH − dWdia/dt). (2)

To improve statistics, here τE has been evaluated at sev-
eral time points within the experimental programs, pro-
viding more data points for the PECRH - ne scan com-
pared to the impurity transport times evaluated only at
times of impurities injected with the LBO.
The resulting τE values show a pronounced scaling with
PECRH and ne, very similar to that obtained for τI , in-
cluding the effects of power degradation with increas-
ing PECRH and improved confinement with increasing
ne

32. A quantitative analysis (compare section III B)
yields the scaling parameters listed in Tab.II. The α,
β, and γ values given here compare well to values de-
rived from a more general τE scaling study, including all
experimental programs from the last W7-X experimen-
tal campaign32. Fig.4 compares calculated energy con-
finement times τREGE using scaling parameters given in
Tab.II to actual measured ones, τE , with the solid line
corresponding to τREGE =τE . For both magnetic config-
urations, standard and high mirror, the scaling of τE is
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Standard Magnetic Configuration High Mirror Magnetic Configuration

FIG. 2. Scaling of τI with respect to PECRH and ne in the magnetic configurations standard (left) and high mirror (right).

Standard High Mirror

FIG. 3. Top: Fitted τI scaling (meshgrid) from a two dimensional least squares fit of discrete τI values (dots) with respect to
PECRH and ne according to Eq.1. Bottom: Linear regression curve for fitted and actual measured τI values in the magnetic
configurations standard (left) and high mirror (right).

well described with CoD values of 0.87 and 0.91.

D. Heating Power Deposition

Additionally to the PECRH and ne scaling of the impu-
rity transport times, another variation of τI has been ob-
served when varying the ECR heating power deposition

from pure on-axis to pure off-axis heating. The differ-
ent heating deposition profiles have been achieved mak-
ing use of the ECRH steering launcher, installed at the
W7-X ECRH system33 that allows to deposit the heating
power at different radial locations inside the plasma.
For the study of the heating power deposition effect
on the impurity confinement, two identical experimen-
tal programs, 171012.018 and 171012.042 have been per-
formed, guiding the heating power of 4 gyrotrons on
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FIG. 4. Linear regression curve for fitted and actual measured τE values in the magnetic configurations standard (left) and
high mirror (right).
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FIG. 5. Top: Ion (blue lines) and electron temperature pro-
files (red lines) as measured by XICS for on-axis (solid lines)
and off-axis (dashed lines) ECRH power deposition together
with Thomson scattering data (symbols). The shaded areas
as well as the shown error bars correspond to an uncertainty
of one standard deviation.
Bottom: Electron density profiles measured by the Thomson
scattering system (symbols) with a spline fit of data points
for on-axis (solid line) and off-axis (dashed line) power depo-
sition.

τI scaling parameters standard high mirror

α −0.49 ± 0.07 −0.60 ± 0.06

β 0.19 ± 0.03 0.21 ± 0.03

γ 140 ± 10 130 ± 8

CoD 0.66 0.75

TABLE I. Fitted scaling parameters α, β, and γ according to
Eq.1 for the scaling of τI with PECRH and ne in He plasmas for
the magnetic standard and high mirror configurations. Also
given is the coefficient of determination, CoD.

τE scaling parameters standard high mirror

α −0.64 ± 0.02 −0.60 ± 0.01

β 0.23 ± 0.01 0.25 ± 0.01

γ 188 ± 2 141 ± 1

CoD 0.87 0.91

TABLE II. Fitted scaling parameters α, β, and γ according to
Eq.1 for the scaling of τE with PECRH and ne in He plasmas for
the magnetic standard and high mirror configurations. Also
given is the coefficient of determination, CoD.

radial positions pure on-axis at ρ = 0 and off-axis at
ρ = 0.45 with a total heating power of PECRH = 2.0
MW.
In both experimental programs, stationary plasma con-
ditions as exemplarily shown in Fig.1 have been achieved
with static line of sight integrated electron densities as
well as static ion and electron temperatures. Fig.5 shows
measured Ti, Te, and ne profiles for the on- and off-axis
heated programs at the time of the impurity injection
around t = 1.2 s. While the measured energy confine-
ment times τE = 90 ± 2 ms, the diamagnetic plasma
energy contents of Wdia = 185 ± 5 kJ as well as the Ti
profiles are nearly identical for both the on- and off-axis
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I

I

FIG. 6. Left: Time traces of Fe24+ line brightnesses after
impurity injections for on- and off-axis ECR heating. Right:
Logarithmic plot of normalized Fe24+ time traces and linear
fits of τI for on-axis ECRH (solid line) and off-axis ECRH
(dashed line).

heated plasmas, the measured Te profiles differ signifi-
cantly from each other, as shown in the top of Fig.5. As
reported from other stellarators34 and recently also for
W7-X35, ECR off-axis heating leads to a strong flattening
of the Te profile from the plasma center up to the posi-
tion of the ECRH deposition, accompanied by a peaking
of the ne profile. While also for this study, the Te profile
flattening is evident from the XICS measurements in well
agreement with the Thomson scattering data36,37, the ne
profile peaking is not significant within the scattering of
profile data given in the bottom of Fig.5. However, also
here an averaged increase of the ne profile can be ex-
pected as despite the flattened, overall decreased Te pro-
file, the measured Wdia is very similar for both the on-
and off-axis heated plasmas.
Regarding the impurity confinement, a significant change
in τI can be observed when changing from on- to off-axis
heating. In fact, τI changes from τI = 86 ± 1 ms for
on-axis to τI = 118± 1 ms for off-axis heating, as shown
in Fig.6. Here, the left of Fig.6 shows time traces of the
Fe24+ brightness after the Fe impurity injection for on-
and off-axis heating. On the right of Fig.6, a logarithmic
plot of both time traces is shown together with the linear
regression curves, yielding the impurity transport times
given above.
A more detailed investigation, repeating the shown ex-
perimental programs with additional ECRH power de-
position profiles as well as analyzing further accessible
plasma parameters having impact to the impurity trans-
port, as e.g. the radial electric field Er, is ongoing and
will be discussed in forthcoming publications.

Standard                                 High Mirror
              Magnetic Configuration

FIG. 7. Overview on the scaling parameters α, β, and γ for the
τI (triangles) and τE scaling (circles) in the magnetic standard
and high mirror configurations.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Impurity and Energy Confinement

Fig.7 plots the derived scaling parameters α, β, and γ
of impurity and energy confinement, see Tab.I and II, for
the magnetic configurations standard and high mirror.
Comparing both magnetic configurations, the global im-
purity confinement turns out to be nearly identical, as
demonstrated by the scaling parameters α, β, and γ
matching each other within the uncertainties, see Fig.7,
triangles. The same is true for the scaling of the en-
ergy confinement with respect to PECRH and ne, yielding
within the uncertainties nearly equal values for α and β,
see circles in Fig.7. However, the absolute τE values are
on average slightly enhanced for the magnetic standard
configuration, as evident from γStandard > γHighMirror,
see circles in the bottom of Fig.7. In fact, the observed
improved energy confinement in the magnetic standard
configuration is predicted by neoclassical theory as the
value of the ’effective helical ripple’ εeff

38 is much larger
in the high mirror (εeff = 2.4%) than in the magnetic
standard configuration (εeff = 0.7%)39, yielding a larger
neoclassical diffusive transport parameter D11 in the 1/ν

transport regime according to D
1/ν
11 ∝ ε

3/2
eff

38 and so a re-
duced energy confinement for the magnetic high mirror
compared to the magnetic standard configuration.
A comparison of the energy and impurity confinement
shows a slightly improved energy confinement in both
configurations, as reflected by the generally increased
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scaling parameters: {α, β, γ}(τE) > {α, β, γ}(τI). This
enhanced energy confinement over impurity confinement
for high Z materials has also been observed for the low
confinement regimes at the Tokamaks JET and Tore
Supra6.
Results from neoclassical calculations including mea-
sured Te, Ti, and ne profiles27,32 shows that neoclassical
theory alone can not reproduce the experimental find-
ings without taking into account turbulent transport. In
particular, the experimentally obtained τE values are sig-
nificantly lower than those derived from neoclassical the-
ory, roughly in the order of 50 %32. A similar trend can
be observed also for the impurity transport: While from
neoclassical theory, the predicted diffusive transport co-
efficient profile D(ρ) is constant along ρ with an absolute
value of D < 0.1 m2/s40, the actual measured profile
of D(ρ) significantly rises towards the plasma edge with
peaking values of D ≤ 1.5 m2/s as derived from recent
Fe impurity transport and earlier Ar impurity transport
studies at W7-X12,40. Both observations suggest signifi-
cant turbulent contributions to the energy as well as the
impurity transport within the machine parameters, W7-
X has been operated so far.

B. Heating Power Deposition

In large scale fusion devices, impurities can be pre-
vented from accumulating inside the plasma center by
applying a strong central ECR heating. This pretty ro-
bust effect is well known and has been observed in sev-
eral experiments5,41. Hence, the increased τI value for
the off-axis ECR heating observed in this study is most
probably related to a lack of the impurity pump out by
centrally ECRH. As the measured Ti profiles for on- and
off-axis heating are identical, the effect might be driven
by a profile averaged increase of ne, accompanied by the
reduced Te profile gradients, both effects improving the
impurity confinement. Note however, that the additional
impact of the strong non neoclassical transport mecha-
nisms observed at W7-X12,32,40 as well as its determining
physics quantities is still under investigation and needs
further clarification.

V. SUMMARY

In this work the impurity and energy confinement scal-
ing of purely ECR heated plasmas has been investigated
in two different magnetic configurations of W7-X. The
scaling of τI and τE with respect to PECRH and ne both
follows a simple power scaling law (Eq.1). On average,
the energy confinement is slightly enhanced over the im-
purity confinement (τE/τI = 1.3) with observed absolute
values of τI=40-130 ms and τE=40-190 ms. A compari-
son of the magnetic standard with the high mirror config-
uration shows a better energy confinement of the stan-
dard configuration, as predicted by neoclassical theory

while the impurity confinement is very similar for both
configurations. Actually, a more detailed analysis of the
here obtained results based on neoclassical theory alone
is challenging, as recent results show a significant impact
of anomalous transport additionally to the neoclassical
transport for both the energy32 as well as the impurity
transport12,40. Here, detailed investigations on the un-
derlying mechanisms are currently ongoing.
A change in the ECR heating power deposition profile
induces a significant change in the impurity confinement,
most probably related to the well known enhanced im-
purity pump out induced by central ECR heating5,41.
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